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Vaper's Guide - The Definitive Guide
To Vaping

Have you just started vaping but are overwhelmed by all thatâ€™s involved? What are MODS,
atomizers and direct dripping?? Whatâ€™s the difference between a cartomizer and a
clearomizer?? Have you been vaping for a while and are looking to go to the next level but are still
confused over whatâ€™s what? In this guide all will be revealed to give you all the information you
need to find that perfect vape.ContentsThe Anatomy of the e cigarette and how it
worksAtomizersCartomizersClearomizersTank SystemsDirect DrippingVision Vivi
NovaMODSBatteries & VoltagePowerE LiquidsConclusion & Recommendations
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Although a reasonable, general overview of vaping, I think this "book" is too expensive for what is
essentially a pamphlet. My fault for not checking the size of the file and estimated number of pages.
It's a ten minute read. This author should sell the download for $ .99. Three bucks ... I think not.

I'm just beginning to vape and am hoping to stop a 45 year addiction to cigarettes with vaping. It
seemed pretty informational, although I know so little I can't really tell whether it's all good

information or not. Especially liked the illustrations. I only gave it four stars because I reserve the
5-star rating for something really, really exceptional. So I rarely use it for informational material. This
isn't anything negative, but there has to be a way to differentiate "this is good stuff to learn" from
"wow, this touched my heart and you need to check it out," which is what my 5-star rating means.

Purchased it - then there wasnt much more. Waste of $2. Just technical. Not for someone trying to
find out what vaporing is.

This book was extremely short. Unbelievably short! I learned very little from what I would call a
pamphlet! The spelling and grammar errors were rampant, as though written by a 3rd grader with
learning disabilities. It wasn't worth what I paid. , I have never seen such a poor product on your
"shelves". Someone in admin should review this worthless piece of trash.

Information is basic for beginners and is easily found on the web. However, it is nice to have it all in
one spot for easy reading. I recommend it to anyone who is curious about vaping and does not
know where to start. Very short pamplet, not a book.

Very basic entry level information. Ok if you have never seen an e cig. Definitive, no.Don't waste
your money. Explore

Inhaling and exhaling flavored vapor is a growing to help struggling addicts quit corrosive addictions
with cigarettes. Ethnography is the description of custom cultures and people and from an
ethnographical view, this book shows how vaping is a growing culture among young adults and
cigarette smokers who are striving to quit their nasty habits. This was an interesting read for me, I
am a novice to the â€œvapingâ€• game and this book was very factual. Before reading, I knew
people used vapes to help quit nicotine addictions but I wasnâ€™t sure how. â€œEvery time I feel
the urge to light up, I puff on my vape, hold it in and blow it out. After doing this three or four times
the urge disappears.â€• Vaping is used in heavy amounts if you compare to regular cigarette
smoking. But the thing is, vaping has little to no nicotine in it. So when you vape, you get a TON of
water vapor and a little bit of nicotine, if you decide to put any in. â€œEach month, I put less nicotine
in my vape.â€• This is the common path for smokers to quit their addictions. If vaping is a completely
new topic to you, this book is a great way to submerge yourself into the vaping lifestyle.

Ok so if you do all of your research online then this may be for you. However, if you live in a place
with friendly local vape shops then you would bet better off visiting them instead and you would get
more info while being able to actually see and test the products.
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